Christo at MIT?

No, it's faux! It's The MIT Press Bookstore (De)construction Sale.

If you visit Kendall Square in the next few weeks, you’ll find that our building is wrapped in orange plastic. It looks like a certain masterpiece. The MIT Press Bookstore is under construction — that is, our building is getting a much-needed facelift. Depending on your perspective, our store is that hard-to-find or hard-to-miss. We’re hoping you won’t miss us — because if you do, you’ll miss one of the best sales in our history.

50% OFF of print books, out of print books (torn paper and damaged copies), and MIT Press journals back issues. Our used and out of print books are already marked down, so your total savings could be as much as 90% OFF!

And look for weekly in-store specials. Hurry on down! The sale ends when the construction is done.

Held anywhere else this would be a white sale, but under the circumstances we think "ORANGE SALE" is more appropriate!

The MIT Press Bookstore (in the Big Orange Building)
Kendall Sq., 292 Main St., Cambridge 252.5249
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-7, Sat 10-6, Sun 1-6